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CHAPTER I '
INTRODUCTION
This project began

w~th

the notion that an in-depth

examination of perceived changes in the parent-child rela
tionsh~p

as reported by the noncustodial father,would be both

beneficial to mental health professionals as well as to para
professional groups and
fathers.

organization~

working with divorced

The authors were aware of much related research

pertaining to the ,children of divorced parents and also the
plight of divorced mothers, but felt there to be a lack of
data concerning the noncustodial father

a~d

thus. identified

this area as an important mental health concern.
As soon as the authors had defined the group upon which
they intended to base their study, they began to interview
professionals working in related fields and an extensive"
review of the' available literature.

Among those interviewed

were private therapists" the head of a conciliation court,
and the director of a professional organization for newly
separated and divorced individuals.

Intervi'ews were' con

ducted with a member of a nonprofessional group as'well.
information that was

obtaine~

during initial

The

investig~tion

'suggested some global themes affecting most fathers in mak
ing the transition from

~ustodial

to noncustodial parent.

A

sense of loss, guilt, powerlessness, alienation, loneliness,
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role confusion, resentment, and competition kept reappearing
in statements made during the preliminary interviews.

The

authors chose
to explore these themes through in-depth,
"
I
open-Snded 'interviews with,lS noncustodial fathers.

In giv

ing up our specificity" we "hoped to make a more comprehensive
statement about the noncustodial father as a subgroup in
regard to his experiences and how they affect

the role of

father.
In choosing to examine the subgroup of the noncustodial
paien~,

his role and his relationship with his child, we

began by making certain assumptions about the role of father
in contemporary America:

Current actions of father are in
/

response to societal needs based on his individual personali ty .~rai ts .

These actions' include, both survival and, expres

sive functions in relation. to his children.

Although these

functions change in regard to historical conditions, we
recognize the importance of the father's response to the
demands of parenthood at present, because it, is through the
intense and continuous emotional nature of the parent-child
relationship

tha~

the'child·meets the requirement for indi

vidual growth and socialization.
Institutions have been established within our society
to reward support and, sanction the father, which aid him to
meet society's expectations of his behavior.
In present times,'we can loosely define the father's
main continuing function as

fo~lows:

"To provide material

resource,s -for the family, and to serve as an adaptive and
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stabilizing influence reflecting the instrumental orienta
tiop of

m~n

and their key position of linking the family

(child) to its larger social environment."
Divorc~

or separation generally increases the emotion

al and physical distance between the child and father,

there~

by effecting a change in the function of the father and his
relationship with his child.

~;'

to

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
In approaching the search of the literature in the
area of the divorce experienbe and its impact on the
fathering role, we asked three general questions.
we asked the question:
the male?

First,

What is the impact of divorce on

What can be generalized from contemporary

literature in the field of divorce about its effect on men?
Our second question was:

How is the role of father de

fined in contemporary society?

How is the father's role

described in sociological, psychological and popular
literature?

The 'final question addressed in our ·review of

the literature was:

What changes occur in the role of

father and his relationship to his child after divorce?
The divorce experience is in most cases a highly
stressful situation for the male.

In a rather ambitious

study of the family after divorce,-E. Mavis Hetherington,
~rtha

Cox. and Roger

Co~

paid special attention to the prob

lems and coping mechanisms of newly divorced fathers.
The problems were of three types: the practi
cal matters of living day to d~y in an organized
fashion; the emotional stress and changes in ,
self-concept produced by the divorce; and those
involving new interpersonal relations as well as
·relations with their ex-wives and children.
(Hetherington, 1977)

5
~he

study revealed the rather chaotic life style of newly

-divorced men, struggling to assume tasks previously per

formed by the

w~fe,

and to impose structure without the

framework of family life.

~en

frequently

e~perienced

nancial problems, and many said their work suffered.

fi

1he

study described their "frenetic sear'ch for, a new. identity
immediately after the divorce."

(Hetherington, 1977)

Divorced fathers in this middle-class population became
very active socially, and frequently involved themselves
in a variety of self-improvement
Atki~

male.

~ctivities.

and Rubin discuss the divorce experience for the

Loneliness is a pervasive theme.

Emotional upheaval

is expressed in many ways.
. Even the solacing arms of another woman give'
'no immunity against the emotional upheavals that
follow in the wake of a divorce. You find your-.
self depressed, self-pitying, full of anger and
'resentment one moment, guilt-ridden and self-, '
castigating the next. Your world has come apart
at the seams. You feel uprooted, uncertain of
your course. As one father put it when asked how
he felt after he obtained his divorce, "Man,
you'r~ nowhere."
(Atkin, 1976)
Dodson mentions the grief-work which every divorced
person must accomplish before rebirth of self-esteem.
Your concept of yourself was to a greater or
lesser extent limited by your marriage. Now you
go through a period in which a new self-concept
is born. (Dodson, 1974)
Dodson also poiJ?ts out that, "divorce means the breakup of
a. vast web of psychologic'al relationships."
The pervasiveness of loss in the man's life is
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expressed in the following quote, from The Male Machine:
What men expect from their wives in return for
money, an erect penis, and a'little attention,
is a full-fledged' life support system. (Fasteau,
1974)
In The

N~ked

convi~cingly

Nomads, the ,author presents statistics which
document the diminished physical and

health and social adequacy of single males.

m~rttai

He contends

that a marriage bond is essential for the male to provide
self-esteem and meaning in his life; tpat support and pro
tection of the female is the most definitive masculine
function in our society.

Other sources point to the fact

that the family and marriage relationship are areas-where
the

male'~

expressive experience are centered.

The various aspects of fathering and role of the con
temporary American father are discussed by sociologis1;:s,. and
popular writers.

LeonardBenson presents a very comprehen

sive

analysis of fatherhood in Fatherhood, A

~ociological

Sociological Perspective.
His main continuing functions are to provide
- material resources for his family and to' serve
as an adaptive and stabilizing domestic in
fluence, refiecting the 'instrumental orienta
tion of men and their key position linking the
family to its larger social environment.'
(Benson, 1968)
Father repre,sents the instrumental orientation, "the
disciplined pursuit of goals transcending the immediate
situation and encourages resistance to any emotional involve
ment as an end in itself. II
pr~ssive

The father also p,rovides the ex

dimension in paternal love.
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He promo~es a measure 'of security in his,child
ren by being interested in ,them as no other man is,
and by his very presence as countless problems
arise and are settled. (Benson, 1968)
Henry Biller and Dennis Meredith

see,~

crisis confront

ing fatherhood and define it in the opening chapter of
Father Power.
The principal danger to fatherhood today and
to the American family for that matter, is'that
fathers do not have the vital sense of father
power they have had:in the past.
In Fatherhood, A Sociological Perspective, Benson states,
"The American father is almos't invisible,' perhaps even at
home."
The family has become smaller as the surround~
ing community has ,enlarged and ,diversified;
father's role is almost inevitably constricted
along with the narrowing of general family ,func
tions ••• the father's expressive role usually ex
pands at the same time his instrumental role is
beitig reduced.
(Benso~, 1968)
Benson points out that patriarchy as a means of main
taining community order ,has diminished as other community
agerits assume such functions.

Of

par~icular

interest t¢

the study of divorced fathers ,is Benson's conclusion that:
The family has become more important to father
as he has become relatively less important to the
family. Once father was a prime agent of family
strength; now he is often reliant upon it, espe
cially for emotional sustenance.
In an analysis of the role of the American father,
LeMasters includes the following ideas:
1.

The parenta,l role is a periphera'l role for the
American male.
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2.

There is no biological base or imprinting for
the father role at the human level as there is
for mother.

3.

The father's parental role in the

U.~~

is pecu

liarly tied to the pair bond between himself and.
his wife.
4.

The American father is poorly

~repared

for his

fathering role.
LeMasters sees the mother as "Executive Director of the
American family," with' father kicked upstairs to become
"Chairman o-f the Board. ~I
Fasteau takes a critical view of contemporary parent
ing roles.

Hi~

description of father in the intact family

has/significance for the

divorc~d

father.

The role traditionally assigned to fathers and
most compatible with the masculine ideal--the
benevolent, but authoritarian rule maker and
naysayer--is no 'longer viable in our permissive
culture. Sti~l called in'primarily to intervene
in· moments of high crisis or to punish, the
father is today regarded as a genuine authority
by neither hims'el·f nor his children ••• except for
in the limited field of "doing things with" 'and
"being a pal to'" his children (mainly 'the boys)
there are very few models for mutually rewarding
relationship~. between men and their children.
Fasteau talks about challenges in fathering in
psyc~ological

terms:

For individual fathers, apart from the amount
of time spent on the job or career, the most
serious obstacle to developing rewarding and
useful relationships with their children is an
inflexibly masculine personality ••• one has to
confront and deal with their feelings. But to
understand and accept another person's feelings

~

I
I

I

,
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one 'must be able to. put oneself in his, or her
place, to experience a little of the feeling
oneself. For men who are uncomfortable with
and repress their own emotions, especially weak
dependent "childlike" emotions, this is difficult.
Men tend to think that the mundane tasks of child care are
less significant than gifts or planned activities in oreat
ing a close relationship with a child.

Fasteau describes,

fathers as not having learned to'value the kinds of rewards
inherent in parenting.

Fathers tend to find self-esteem in

their child's objective achievement.
be focused on the

outcom~s,

enjoy the prqces$.

of

'A m~nia

He may also tend to

sh~red' qctivitie~,
.

rather
than
.

for competition interferes with

many fathers' enjoyment of their children.

The need to

maintain an authoritarian stance tends to interfere with
father-child communications.

The author concludes,. "Most

fathers want very much to be close to
this~means

if what

thei~

children, even

is vague and inchoate, and the estrange

ment which their ac,tual b.ehavior creates is a painful disap
pointment."
On a more positive note, 'Egleson in· Parents Without
Partners conclUdes:,
Fatherhood--with or· without custody-- is- a
creative experience. In a mechanized world that
makes it increasingly harder for a man to say
with pride, "I did this," it is a genuinely
creative opportunity.
..

~

~

"" l

.

t

•

The diminished status of the

~.

...

divorced~father

is ret"

flected 'in the very limited amount of literature which deals
•• 1,

with the father after divorce or separation.

It

does appear

'i
,

I,
"

'

"
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that within the last year an upsurge in interest in the sub
ject has occurred as reflected in an increase in newspaper
and magazine articles, and the publication of Part-Time
Father, Ita book about the separated

o~

divorced father and

his relationship to his chi1d. 1t
There is limited social support for the role of di
vorced father.

With two out of five marriages ending in

divorce, increasingly at the instigation Qf the woman, out
dated notions of male responsibility and social stigma
exist.
It is generally assumed that the man is respon
sible for the breakup of the family., Since he is
nearly always the one to leave the home, whether
he wants to or not--he is regarded'as the obvious
culprit ••• the stereotype persists of the'divorced
man as a self-centered, pleasure-seeking male who
.has walked out on his devoted wife and loving
children.
(Atkin, 1976)
Biller and Meredith describe divorced fathering in
'rather pessimistic terms.
Because of the discrimination against the
father in divorce and the father's lack of
a s'ense of father power, divorce is a major
cause of father neglected children in this
country.
There has been limited acceptance of the fact that di
vorced families represent a widespread

~ife

style.

With

this lack of acceptance has been a failure to define the
role of divorced father or address concerns which arise as
divorced men attempt to create that role and maintain
mutually satisfying relationships with their children.
The legal system appears to discriminate.against the
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divorced father.
--Men have no control over how the money they
send their ex-wives will be spent •••
--Men obtain custody- of their children in only
a small percentage of cases, two or three in
some states.
'
--Men are tossed in jail for violating support
orders. But rarely is a woman jailed or even
,threatened with contempt of court for failing.
to keep her side of the divorce decree--such as
letting her husband visit the children.
(Cassidy, 1977)
Father's legal rights are described by Cassidy in his series,
"Til Divorce Do You Part."
Judges grant them "reasonable visitation."
They are permitted to see their children during
certain hours, at certain times of the week, at
the discretion of the court--and at the whim of
their ex-wives.
"Just as society treats fatherhood as a second-class role,
so does the law."

(Biller, 1974)

Biller does point to in

creased professional involvement of clinicians·in courtrelated matters concerning the father-child relationship.
In many cases, father's function after divorce in an
entirely new framework, a schedule of visitations rather
than daily contact.
This condition is especially hard on the
father, who had been actively involyed in the
care and upbringing of his children, who found
deep satisfaction in watching them grow and
develop. Such a man feels terribly deprived
by his circumscribed contact with the children.
(Atkins, 1976)
Father then must function within a structure which is fre
quently defined by either court or ex-wife.

The impact of

the divorce experience itself may have affected the man in
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various ways at the psychological level.' Weiss in his re
cent work, Marital Separation, includes the most comprehen
sive section on the role of the divorced father in 1itera
ture

survey~d.

Weiss points out the changes derived from

the fact that father is no longer a member of the household.
"He is likely to feel out of touch.", It may weaken or end
those aspects
of the father's relationship that depended on
.
,

his role in the household as head of the family, protector
and provider.

Father is-no longer seen as a source of phy

sica1 protection and the role as financial supporter may
not be evident to their children.
There are divorced men who, freed from the un
bearable strain of an' unhappy marriage, find
their relationship with their children improved ••••
Some men on the other hand find the change
very hard to take. They do not slip comfortably
ipto this new role. They feel strained and un
easy with the children, and the desire to be
part of their lives gets whittled away.
(Atkins,
1976)

Atkins develops the idea that father may well fear rejection
by his·chi1dren.' In his own unhappiness and anxiety over
the new arrangement, he may make inappropriate demands on
the children or misinterpret their normal behavior.

Fathers

may feel they have lost the right to exert authority.

An

additional unfamiliar task faced by divorced fathers is to
solve the problem of communicating and cooperating with the
former wife around the interests of the child.
In striving to create a new' ro1'e for themselves,
fathers complain of the difficulties of operating-within
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the structure of formal visitation, placing demands on them
selves and the child that the visit be perfect.

Some react

with eXQessive activity as a result of anxiety or discomfort
with intimacy.

Egleson points out that many traditional

fathers have been totally unaccustomed to spending large
amounts of, time alone with their children.

Egleson points

out the difficulties caused by lack of continuity in the
relationship:
Bringing Daddy up to date on what has happened
since his last visit emphasizes the gap in their
lives. And the fact that so much has happened
without him inevitably makes a parent feel that
he is sitting on the sidelines.
Egleson lists some reasons why father-child relations
may diminish after divorce:

quarrels with ex-spouse, high

cost of weekend or vacation visits; conflict of schedule
with desire to est'ablish new family; childr'en may become
silent and withdrawn; diminished legal rights and control
relative to health, education

a~d

welfare; father may wish

to avoid a situation allowing for little human dignity.
In "Divorced Fathers," an article in Psychology Today,
the authors discuss tne relationship with the child in the
months following divorce.
children as time passed.

In most cases men saw less of the
In some cases this was the method

used to cope with ,a painful sense of loss.

The divorced

father was seen to be initially permissive and indulgent,
gradually becoming more restrictive.

The authors conclude

the divorced father's influence on his child diminishes
over the years.
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By the end of two years, the divorced fathers
usually had less influence on the social, cogni
tive, and personality development of their child
ren than the mothers, but their continued in
volvement was a stabilizing influence on the
family.
(Heatherington, 1977)
Biller and Meredith discuss the potential hazards of
angry ex-wives belittling the divorced father and

u~derfuin-

ing his character in the'children's eyes.
Novelist Charles Howe describes the guilt felt by
part-time fathers.
He wanted to ask forgiveness because in his
own way, no~ he was being a better father than
he had been when he was living at home. He re-..
membered nights, months back, when Jimmy would
ask, IIRead to me, Daddy? Tell me a story?" and
his face burned and he recalled how he had fobbed
the child off: "Daddy's tired, I'll do it
tomorrow. "
He describes the sense of powerlessness experienced
by his fictional,fathei in this passage:
Baker felt a remote anger. It was always the
'television, the fucking television, running for
hours like an unattended water hose that gradual
'ly soaks a good lawn into mulch. And now he
wasn't around to offer an alternative.
Biller' and Meredith describe the potential of the
relationship between a divorced father and his child:
Ironically, divorce may help you become a
better father. You may spend more time with
your child after the divorce than before.
Perhaps before the divorce you avoided coming
home at night. Now the children are, "on your
list of things to do," as one father put it.
Weiss concludes that fathers do remain valuable to
their children, respected sources of reserve security and
loving ,interest.

In general, ,the limited material surveyed
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emphasized the legal and social limitations imposed on the
role.

The author of Creative Divorce Through Social and

Psychological Approaches places the divorced father in, lithe
new role of being without a role."

Weiss chooses the image

of a "chief, of state in exile."
The

r~view

of the literature provided a framework in

which to focuse our inquiry into the impact of the divorce
experience on fathering.

The implications of loss and the

stress experienced 'during divorce were documented in the
sources reviewed.

Traditional concepts of fathering were

described by authors as well as evidence of ways in which
fathering has changed from previous generations.

The dimi

nishing of the instrumental functions and increased emphasis
on the expressive functions of the father were noted.

The

rather limited quantity of literature available on the di
vorced father per se reflected similar concerns to those
identified in professional interviewing: how divorced
fathers chose to rel,ate to their children; what obstacles
they encountered in defining their new relationship; areas
of most difficulty, and the ways in which fathers coped
with these problem areas.

CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY
I.

DEVELOPMENT AND FOCUS OF RESEARCH

While int'erviews of Mental Health professionals in
the metropolitan area yielded generalized impressions re
garding the dilemna of divorced fathers attempting to estab
lish relationships with their children, little was ·known as
to the role the divorced fathers. assumed, nor was specific
or consistent information
available that adequately described
.
/

what changed in the father-child relationship following a
divorce.

A simultaneous review of the available literature

pertaining to divorced fathers supported the researchers'
assumptions that this was an area in which little formal
research had been done.
Mental Health professionals were able to point out
some specific problem areas for the divorced father and his
c~ild

which had been brought to their attention by their

clients, e.g., difficulties in the area of discipline,
entertainment and communication.

These fathers also seemed

to feel that they were powerless to interact with their
children in a way that was familiar and comfortable- to them;
and, that the impact of the divorce on their overall life
style had a strong effect on the relationship they wished to
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maintain or establish with their child.
Although these assumptions

suggeste~

specific concerns,

there wer~ no available surveys or statistical data to vali
date the assumptions.

It was evident that work needed to be

done to obtain information about the divorced father's in
volvement with his child.

How divorced fathers choose to

relate to their children; what obstacles they encountered
in defining their new relationship; which areas created the
most difficulty for them" and the ways fathers choose to
cope with the difficulties evolving from the new relation
ship needed to be addressed.
Initially, the researchers attempted to approach the
study through the use of a Written questionnaire as a
measurement tool.

The focus of the

~uestionnaire

was to

-encompass several areas:
1.

Time structuring between father and child;

2.

Changes in discipline patterns;

3.

Communication of feelings: how does the father
communicate

4.

hi~

feelings to his child;

Changes in the lifestyle of the father, including
change in living situation, friendships, and ..
loss of material possession;

5.

Situational changes that affect the father"s
relationship with his child, such as, remarriage,
moves, and job changes; and,

6.

The part age and sex play in determining the
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relationship the divorced father establishes with
,his child.
The , researchers intended to randomly sample 50 divorc
ed fathers, using the Mu1tnomah County divorce records to
obtain 'participants.
The drawbacks of this method of obtaining data soon
became evident.

The possibility of obtaining only superfi

cia1 inf9rmation appeared ,possible.

Additionally, not

enough was known to safely assume that these were the major
difficulties confronting the divorced father since the re
searchers' assumptidns were derived from contacts with a
\

limited and biased population.
ten

questionnair~

Finally, the use of a writ

might inadvertently leave out some impor

tant area of concern not as yet brought to light by either
the review of the literature or investigations by other
Mental Hea1th,professiona1s.
It was thus determined that a more exploratory ap
proach was needed.

This was to be accomplished by exten

sive and in-depth interviewing of divorced fathers.

This

method of research would enable the ~esearche~s to' confirm'
the importance or unimportance of previously mentioned as
sumptions, as well as to explore and obtain additional in
formation in areas not as yet addressed.

Commonalities ex

pressed by the interviewed fathers could then lead to
further research.
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1.1.

POPULATION PARAMETERS

The shift from a descriptive design to a more explora

tory

one forced the researchers to redefine their

populatio~

Instead of a random sample of 50 participants, the research
ers chose to

inte~view

15 individuals.

to obtain a random sample.

There was no attempt

Instead, several of .the parti

cipants were members of a local single parents' group, and
several were members of a local men's group.

The remaining

participants were obtained through referrals by persons in
terested in the research.

The researchers recognized that

this population could not be considereq broad enough so
that

info~mation

obtained was applicable to all divorced

fathers, but felt that the overall goal of this research
was to raise questions and comment on what may be the di
vorced father's experience, rather than conclusively vali
date any particular assumptions.
The median age of the men interviewed was 38, with
the range falling be,tween 31 and 46 years of age.

The oc

cupations varied considerably with no two men interviewed
falling in the same ocqupational field.
men was unemployed.

"

The occupations of the participants

were as follows:
Salesman
Electrician
- Free-lance photographer
- Mechanic

Only one of the
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- Tri-Met Supervisor
- community College Administrator
- Newspaper

Repor~er

- Hospital Administrator
- Parole Officer
- Chiropractor Student
Psychologist
- School Administrator
- Self-employed (Own Business)
- Self-employed (Dry Cleaner)
The educational level of the:interviewed population
consisted of seven having completed some post-graduate work,
two having .graduated from college, five having some college
education and one having a high ·school diploma only.
The median number of years married was twelve, with
the range falling between three and twenty-one years.
median number of years divorced was three with the
falling between three months and nine years.
perc~nt

The

r~nge

Sixty-seven

of the men interviewed had not remarried, and sixty

percent of their former wives had not remarried.
The mean number of children in this sample was 2.07,
with the range falling between one and four.

Our of the

total number .of children, 48 percent were males and 52 per
cent were females.

The median age of the children was 12,

with the range falling between 1 and 22 years of 'age.
,but two

fa~hers

All

in the sample contributed financially to

their children's care.
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Out of the total population, only one father had a
joint

~ustody

arrangement.

One father had physical, but

not legal custody, of one of ,his four children, with the
other three residing with his former wife.

Another father

had legal custody of one of his two children, with the
other one residing with his former wife.
children in the sample resided with the

The remaining
fo~er

wives.

'Out

of the total sample, only 33 percent lived in the same town
as their children.
~o

The out-of-town distances varied from

miles to 3,000 miles.

At the time of the divorce, ten

of the fathers interviewed considered seeking custody of
their children and five did not.

Of those fathers not hav

ing custody', none sought legal custody.

The last contact

these fathers had made ,with their children varied· -from the
previous evening to seven years.
III., DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE; PRETEST AND ADMINISTRATION
The Interview Schedule was designed to give the inter
, viewers not only some flexi~ility, but 'also an opportunity
to follow through on comments made by the interviewees in
order to gain new insights and clarification.

The Schedule

was developed around the original assumptions, but adapted
to fit a verbal exchange.

Three sections were required.

The first section addressed the demographic var.iables, in
cluding such questions 'as age, occupation, and educational
background~,

number of years married, number of years since
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divorce"age of children., sex of children, number of child
ren and their present living situation.

They were also

questioned as to their consideration of seeking custody of
children at the time of divorce. (Questions No. 1 - No. 13)
The second section probed the father's relationship
with

~is

children prior to 4ivorce,and the role of father,

including his relationship with his own father.

(Questions

NO. 14 - No. 24)
The third section-focused on the father's relationship
with his children following the divorce.

Specific questions

were asked regarding visitation, how the father and the
child de9ided what to do when spending time together, if
the child was more difficult tO,discipline, how important
the-father felt he was to the child now, if the child knew
how the father felt about him, and how he communicated'.that
to him.

(Questiops No. 25 - No. 32) .

Although the questions were designed to encourage the
father to talk about his own individual experiences by be
ing open-ended in part, some specificity was included to
maintain both. order and comparability.
The Schedule was' pretested twice piior to the 15 for
mal interviews.

This brought about minor modifications in

the structure of the schedule in order to keep interviews
more focused.
Each of the 15 formal interv.iews, as well as the pre
tests, were tape-recorded with the prior written consent of
the interviewees.

The i'nterviews averaged one hour in
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length and were primarily done on the campus at Portland
State University, with a few done in private homes and
businesses.
Two interviewers were present at each interview.

One

\

had the role of' doing the formal interviewing with the
other seeking to clarify 'information and monitor the tape
recorder.

The second interviewer also served the function

of being a' back-up to the primary interviewer.

In this

way, a check and balance system was implemented.
IV •

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Following the completion of the fifteen interviews,
the researchers systematically recorded information from
the tapes made in order to put data in a workable form.
Each researcher was given, a particular task during the edit
ing of each tape.

One listed all answers to 'specific ques

tions on a form made up, which would use only brief and
paraphrased data.

A'secopd researcher recorded consistent

and repetitive themes, whi,ch were then listened for on each'
tape.

The third researcher was responsible for recording

specific quoted material relevant to the study.
quotes would later be

u~ed

These

to verify or support the' assump- ,

tions or new concerns generalized from the study.
As soon as all the data was broken down, the research
ers correlated the responses with the themes on an indivi
dual basis.

In'this way, the researchers had a complete
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composite answer to each question and statement support
ing each identified theme •.

CHAPTER IV
THE DIVQRCE EXPERIENCE

In an attempt to describe the relationship of the di
vorced father and his child and to define the role of the
noncustodial father, we began with the assumption that

cer~

tain changes take place at the time of divorce, which set
the stage for the new relationship.

More specifically, the

way in which the noncustodial father'experienced divorce,
or how

i~

was meaningful to him, would pervade his attempt

at maintaining 'a meaningful relationship with his child.
Our first, step was to establish some picture of how
the fathers in our sample perceived the divorce experience
and its meaningfulness to them.

There appeared to be' a con

sensus that'divorce encompassed a series of losses:
I felt like there was a destruction going on
of everything I had attempted to build over a
period of years. There was a central feeling of
having the whole ,world falling apart.
I'didn't know where I was going and didn't know
how to get there. What was going to happen to
things we had? Where would I stay? Getting ask
ed to leave kind of shakes you up. I didn't know
what was going to happen.
In the following section, we have attempted to

cate~

gorize the expressions of loss in a system such that the im
pact of the divorce experience can be more closely examined.
The categories have been expressed in terms of themes of
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loss:

Loss of Lifestyle, Loss of Identity, Loss. of Power,

and Loss of Intimacy.
I.

LOSS OF LIFESTYLE

The change in the str.ucture and form of everyday 1iv
ing for the fathers in our study was expressed in statements
'describing the experience as one of loss.

This overall sense

of loss seemed to encompass the physical living structure
and material possessions attached to the former lifestyle;
the daily, weekly, monthly, and year1y'time foc':ls

of their

life, and the relationships set up to enhance that lifestyle
(mutual friends/extended 'family).
~he reality when I came back·to the house was
one TV set and a philodendron.

Many of the fathers expressed grief and anger over the
loss of material possessions:
God I was mad·. Losing
all my furniture, losing
from the office, things I
,',isn' t there any justice?

the house, and losing
the wedding prese~ts
had since I was born;
I wanted my stuff,!

I went from a $47,000 house to a
studio apartment.

one~room

I was living totally by myself in a camping
trailer.
I left the home. When'I was married, I had a
brand new 1~75 Chrysler which cost $7,500. NOW,
I am driving a 1963 Chrysler which I paid $l,OQO
for.
She got the house and the furniture; she got
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everything--a $60,000 house. I have to put up
with that in addition to not seeing my own kids.
I didn't feel too bad ~hen she' left, but I was
upset when she came and got all the furniture.
I lived with my grandmother; I had to go some
where and that was the only place I could think of.
For some of the fathers, these losses had more posi
tive ramifications:
The major change is having my own place. I
feel liberated from the Work Ethic, since there
is less maintenance at this house.
I moved into an apartment with a ,friend, I
could do a lot more. I was pretty much house
bound before. I did not have much money_
It's changed for the best; I eat better now.
I have a nice apartment.
I don't have to do any fixing up around
the house.
Some found the loss of a
unsettling:

predict~ble

routine

~

'I used to spend all of my free time at home
with my'daughter, now I spend all of my free
time with myself, just trying to keep my mind
off of my problems., It is a pretty traUmatic
experience. It is better to go out and'do
things than to sit around and contemplate sui
cide. I got heavy into student government,
which I contribute to helping me keep hold of
my sanity during those years.
I miss day-to-day responsibilities.
I would work at my office from 6:00 to 6:30
because the time from 5:00 to 7:30 was the most
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painful. Then I would go to a bar and have two
doubles and then go home about 7:00; then I
could live 'with myself. I wo~ld get a hit about
8:30 when the kids would go to bed and I would
find myself pacing.
I

so

I

had a lot of free time and nothing to do,
work more, SO to 60 hours per week.

Everything was always family-oriented. I
did not spend a lot of time away from tbe family
on weekends. Now it's different.
Others found the cnange in routine more

positiv~:

I was single again, and I was free to do
whatever I wanted to do, whenever I wanted to.

I ,was able to go where I wanted. I got in- '
volved in some personal growth. There is a
real sense of freedom in being able to come
and go as'I want. I felt a SO-pound weight
had been lifted.
I am single again;
tion ••• be social.

I

can work and have recrea

My free time is spent the same way as when I
was married, except that now I have four nights
a week when I am not responsible as a parent.
I started to get out and do a lot more. I
started tennis, racquet ball, and travelling
around the state.
Now

I

have time for other activities.

Now I am always on the go. I have a lot
of friends, belong to about six organizations
and have the freedom to do whatever I want.
I like it (routine) the way it is now.

2~

The divorce seemed to precipitate the loss of signi
ficant relationships,
family.

in~luding

mutual friends and extended

These changes were brought on by not only a physi

cal relocation, but by significant others choosing to sup
port one spouse over the other and the exclusion of the
newly divorced male from the "marriage milieu."
I have practically a different circle of
friends now.
About 50 percent
cent chose sides.
My best Army buddy
the most painful.
side$ 'and I lost.

are still friends. 50 per
Someone's got to.be wrong.
chose up sides, and that was
They ended up choo,sing up

Close shared relationships ended. The church
disapproved and friends did not know how to
handle me. All of my glose relationships that
my wife and I shared were destroyed by the
divorce.
.
If they (old friends) said come over for din
ner, it was "me and them." They did not know
how to handle it.
.
I moved away; a fe~ close friends are left
that I can still visit.
I did not keep any of our mutual friends.
All of my close relationships that my wife
and I shared were destroyed by the divorce.
Most of our friends were her relatives.
Now those are gone.
The reactions of parents and close relatives was of
significance for some of the men we interviewed:
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One of the things that was the most noticeable
was the relationship with her family. Immediate
ly, I was surgi~ally removed from their environ
ment. There was a total severance immediately.
The whole family excluded me.
The divorce killed that relationship (with
wife's family) and it let me know some things
about relationships that I just did not want
to know.
My parents did not speak to me for over a
year.
My parents liked my ex-wife and blamed me
for what had happened.
Her parents are now trying to turn the kids
against me.
Some of the fathers found that the divorce experience
brought about an expansion of their social network which
they found to be exciting and more. meaningful than that at
tached to

th~ir

former situation:

I was involved in a lot of personal relation
ships that I couldn't have before.
I expanded my relationships!
I was not allowed to have any personal friends'
'when I was married, unless they were approved
',of by her. Now I can.
Now I figure that. I have about 80 percent of
my old friends back. (Those lost during the
marriage.)
For all of the men in our' study, divorce was indicative
of an overall change in life,style--a loss of an old and
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familiar one for a new and often unstable one.

Even for.

those who found certai.n aspects of the new life style more
fulfilling, there still remained the theme that they were no
longer making ,contact with their children in the structured
way they had' done prior to the divorce.
For some the family home, car, and household posses
sions were representative of their accomplishments in life
and were

sy~olic

of years' of hard work.

They expressed feel

ings ,of anger and resentment at having to give these up.
without the familiar responsibilities of daily family
life, these'

f~thers

were faced with trying to fill empty

.hours and develop a new routine.

He no longer feels com

fort"able with the old married friends he and his wife had
shared, and often close ties with extended family members
are damaged.
·We now have the picture of the .father as cut off from
his old structure
evolve.

an~

looking for a direction in· which to

He and his children no longer share the same home,

same hours or often t,imes same friends' or family ties.

He

must learn to relate to his child now from. a new life
framework.
II.

LOSS OF IDENTITY

For the purposes of this study, we assume the indivi
dual's self-concept or identity is composed of the ways in
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which he sees himself in relationship to the rest of his
environment.

More specifically for the men in our study,

identity, in part, came out of their role as husband/father.
The interrelationship between the father role and the hus
band role allows that change in one being precipitated by
change in the other.
Several of the men in our study expressed confusion
and anxiety in an attempt to find the stability of a new
role.
I knew so few· divorced people, it was a pain
ful, frightening, and ugly experience. I was
totally unsocialized for this experience. A
feeling of G9d, what are you going to be when
you grow up.
I didn't know where I fit in, I was just
totally an outsider.

I was on the street, I was living on the
street, I crashed around with friends and met
a lady and eventually moved in with her, so
at.least I was somewhere.
Being a father was my identity. It was the
only thing I have ever done well in my li~e.
I don't mean that in a macho possessive type
way, I mean, only that I honestly felt I was
making a difference in somebody's life', and was
doing it instinctively and comfortably and
existentially.
The last thing that I wanted to do at 31 was
to hang out at Jake's and say, "HeY,lady, what
do you think of me. II
.
Three things came all at once, a brand new
job in a brand new state, a new start, I was
being cut adrift.
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I found it difficult to accept the fact that
I had nobody to give to.
There 'sure is a lot of self-concept in having
kids.
Many of the me,n interviewed reported feeli!lg a sense
of failure; the end of the husband/father role represented
more than just a struggle for new identity, but also encom
passed a loss of self-esteem.

For some, the end of the,

role as husband/father as· they had previously defined it,
meant an individual failure, an inability to make something
valued highly in s6ciety succeed.

This in turn precipi

tated a· sense of worthlessness for these men.
When the divorce comes along you say, "Hey,
I've been rejected." You feel rejected and
you go out and try and find ways to prove you
'are worthwhile and try and find acceptance on
an adult level.
I was a firm believer that I would never be
divorced; I could make anything work.
I was never going to let that happen to me.
Where did I go wrong? 'What are my friends going
to think?
This was not going to happen to me.
I had to start a new life at 35, allover
again.
The impact loss of identity and loss of self-esteem
has on fathering is significant.

Whereas before, certain

behaviors and expectations were outlined by the father role,
the single father no longer has those norms available to him.
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The father struggling with self-doubt

a~d

confusion

about where'he fits into his world must also struggle to
redefine the kind of relationship he will have with his
child.

The old definition is no

longe~

applicable, as much

about father has changed, and that has affected everything.
In attempting to redefine their new identity, they rede
fine their role as single fathers.
III.
A

reali~y

LOSS OF POWER

of the American divorce system-is a loss

of power for the male.

The fathers in our study describe

incidents of powerlessness'in a myriad of interactions
with their ex-wife and children.

Since most of the fathers

in our study left their homes and did not have custody of

their children, they felt they were at the mercy of the
legal system and their ex-wives.
The loss of power has many components and descends
upon the man from several directions.

Th~

first situation

in which the man may experience a loss of power is through
involvement in a judicial system that many feel favors the
wives' point of view.

The area of visitation seemed very

significant to these fathers in terms of their powerlessness.
Many felt that they had no available instrument to help them
achieve their rights.
Well, obviously the major shock about getting
a divorce when you have kids is realizing that
your kids are being taken away from you; that's
pretty hard to take.
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The periods are stretching further and further
apart. If I had legal assistance, I would go
back to the court. Lt's just so hard to get help
without any money.
I tried, several times to see them, but she had
gotten a restraining order to keep me from see
ing them.
I was never notified when the hearing was. I
had made several attempts to find out, because
I was going to contest the custody. The hearing
was allover before I had time to say anything.
I'm awarded visitation, but I don't get it.
There is no mechanism for dads. At least if I
can't get custody, at least get fair visitation.
I haven't seen my oldest girl but twice in two
years.
I can never get enough visitation out of
the damn court.'
In our society women usually get custody •.
If I don't live up to the decree, all she
-has to do is call the D.A. I have to hire an
attorney to. see that my rights are upheld.
My attorney told me custody was out of the
question. I've thought about it every day
since. It's the most important thing in my
life. It would cost
fortune.
\

a

She can call the·D.A. and have me sent to
jail. I have to hire an attorney just to go .
to court and lose anyway.
Along with a judicial system reported to favor wives,
the, father also' feels helpless to counteract the overt actioris
of his ex-wife.

Very often these actions go hand in hand
.~

with a "biased" legal system.

The father feels at a loss to
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deal with his ex-wife's powerful stance.
They said she will no longer travel on the 'bus.
I've written and suggested alternatives, but they
won't do anything--zero.
Christmas, birthday, three weeks in June. I
call once a month. When I first got divorced,
she told the judge she didn't want me to have
visitation rights because I beat her, so the,
only visitation I was allow.ed was a couple hours
in the park.
My ex-wife said she would lower the support
payments if I would, agree not to see my daughter.
My wife won't let me come up.
come up for'the boy's birthday.

She won't let me

Everything about the divorce decree has been
ignored completely.
She writes me letters back in two or three
weeks and lets me know if I can come and visit.
When I get there, she 'shoves my daughter out of'
the door.
'
Legally, on paper, I'm t6 see all three child
ren one whole weekend per month, and the third
Saturday, and two dinners per month. That is
what it says, but what's really happening is I'm
seeing two children about 80 percent of the, time.
I donrt have my ex-wife's phone number. It's
unlisted. I can't call her and I can't call the
children.
According to the divorce papers, I had equal
visitation rights, but she married some punk
ten years younger than her, and he wasn't going
to let me see them. She said I'd have to let
her know in advance if I was going to come over
and visit., I haven't seen them for eight years.
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My ex~wife said sign the kids over for adoption
and they would drop all charges for nonsupport.
One day I wanted to take them for three days,
but she didn't want them to come. She wouldn't
let me see the kids.
After my ex-wife remarried, it ended my rela
tionship with my k i d s . '
,
I couldn't get my own things--pictures, even
though it said so in the decree.

Now she had the power, before

I

did.

,Visitation is up to my wife's discretion.
She won't let me

p~t

them to bed.

As well as overt behaviors and statements that prevent
the father from relating to his child in a,meaningful and
desirable way, there is much covert behavior on the part
of ex-wives, many fathers reported, that further servesto
unde~ine,

intimidate, and render the father powerless.

, She enjoyed the fact that she controlled ac
cess to the kids. That was her biggest jolly and
I ,imagine she st~ll enjoys it.
She did 'enjoy the
psychology of knowing she controlled access to
the kids. I still had to go to her turf even
though I could see them anytime I wanted.
Now, she has me by the nuts, which says you
can't see the kids unless I choose for you to
see the kids.
When she wants a babysitter, she drops the
kids off.
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Anytime' I sent them a birthday present, or a
Christmas present, it got 'sent back.
I asked her to please try and monitor my
daughter's television time, because that is a
big influence. She said she would, but I don't
know how true that is.
It's not the same when they come, they come
with all their mother's values.
- I don't know how important I -am to my kids,
they have been drilled with bad things about me.
He bought ,a car without my knowledge. What
'she has done is given in to him. She encourages
him not to come over. She keeps him from call
ing me.
The whole court process drug out. I couldn't
take the kids, because I didn't ,want them used.
~My wife would pick their brains when they got
home.
My kids knew about the divorce before I did.
When asked who told the children about the divorce,
the apparent powerlessness of some fathers was very obvious,
again demonstrating the ex-wife's covert power.
I did not tell her.
I told the oldest daughter.
happened with the little one.

I don't know what

They knew about it before I did.
been told by their mother.

They had

Well, it must have been her, it sure as
hell wasn't me.
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I don't know. She must have said
I don't remember.
The kids knew before I di'd.

som~thing •.

I didn't even

know what was going on.
For some fathers, powerlessness took on a much subtler
focus.

They felt helpless to impact on their child's life,

provide him with direction and'support, and help him define
the way he would interact with the world.
The .problems-they' are having now have to do
with the situation they are in now. There isn't
anything I can do.
When they only see me two days'out of 30,.
it's tough to reinitiate a relationship.
How does a kid reestablish rapport with his
father?
I just don't know what is happening, it wor
ries me a lot.
You can't discipline a kid you see for one
weekend every three months.
I'm not allowed to be involved. It's pretty
hard to do anything about it. I see no reason
why I shouldn't be allowed to be involved.
Whether the court will see it that way remains
to be seen.
I was to accept the fact that my wife's new
husband would be her new father.
They come with her values and her mother's.
My inputs are minimal ••• I can try. I'm just
very insignificant. I've really gotten pretty
bitter.
I'don't know where the' kids are.
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Some·of the fathers responded to the frustrations
brought on by the loss of power by exhibiting or contemplat
ing extreme behavior.

Some fathers became violent in an ef

fort to regain some control, and other fathers simply re
treated, feeling that it was easier to, withdraw than to con
tinue the painful never ending struggle.
She wouldn't let me see the kids.
court and I went to jail over it.

I went to

It didn't do any' good to go up there and raise
hell. I even shot a cop over it. Yeah, you can't
fight city hall.
I would like to have both boys. Oh, it's pain
ful, but you just accept it. You have to.
I took her down and sat on her and that was
the first time I'd ever done that in my life.
We had a massive war.
took one of the kids •.

I kicked in' the door.

I

You think about murder, you think about suicide.
I ended up in jail, put a number on my neck,
fingerprints, just like a criminal.' I was mad,
that's not even the word. The degradation,
humiliation.
Most men give up fighting th~ir ex-wives to see
the children. They skip because they don't know
what else to do.
The man just doesn't have a prayer.
stay and fight or get out.

He has to

Powerlessness is a major theme for many fathers
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interviewed.

Stripped of w~~t they consider equat rights to

fight for what they want, subjected to decisions ,they may not
agree with on the part of, their ex-wives, unable to find a
means to impact on their child's life, along with the uncer
tainty of not knowing where they stand and what move their
ex-wife might next make, gives rise to extr'eme frustration,
anger or withdrawal.

The result of all of tnis culminates

in the way the man is able ,to·

~elate

to his child.

A

father

feeling powerless to relate the way he want,s, will find
change~

in the relationship he once had with his child.

The

father. is now expending considerable energy in combating his
powerlessness which would
lationship with his child.

in~vitably

overflow into his re

The father may find. the rela

tionship strained where it was once easygoing.

He may feel

awkward and uncomfortable, and ever present is the reoccur
ring nagging feeling that the new relationship might also be
\

taken from him.
IV.

LOSS OF INTIMACY

'Many of the men reported sadness over not being in a
positi~n to be with their children on a day-to-day basis.

The routine daily activities, once taken for granted, were
missed tremendously once gone from the manls life.

How

intimacy would be reestablished was a concern for many of
these men.

The following statements reflect this concern.
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I miss sharing their life. Sharing their life
is the most impor.tant thing in the world to me.
The largest concern for me was my relationship
. wfth my daughter.
I miss the companionship,' love, daily contact,
being with them.•
I

miss the communication, having them around.

Yop. can get by withQ.ut seeing him on a day-to
day basis if you just hear from them once in
awhile.
I liked the closeness. He idolized me. ·I
miss seeing him after work.
I liked our easygoing interaction.
The joking,
same humor, doi~g things together--the movies and
6ircus.
~.

My daughter would do things for me and
wrestle with me.
Dropping them off was an emotional experience.
I would drive for. a couple of hours, and then go
to a bar for another hour.
Several men mentioned missing watching their children grow
and change on a daily basis.
I miss sharing the growing up·process.
I don't like living alone. I miss watching
them grow: kids are stroking.
I marvel at the changes, the day-to-day growing
up that he goes through.

Although most of the men

repor~ed

a loss in the area
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of intimacy, a few of the men interviewed felt that the
resolution of the marital conflict improved their relation
ships with their chi'ldren, and in fact, felt closer to them.
Without the need to expend energy on the marriage, it was
possible to rechannel some of it 'into the children.
is a certain part of
can really tun into him.
Th~re

~he

week'when I

The relationship is much more personal.
The relationship with my daughter has become
more involved. We 'have quality' time together.
We have a neater time, it is more relaxed.
Fewer pressures, the relationship improved.
Less anger and resentment, more pleasure.
The relationship heightened.
Men missed the intimate contact enjoyed while living
with their children.

Separation made them more aware that

the companionship and affection of their children had been
gratifying to them and of how rapidly children develop and
ch~nge.

Continual 'contact seemed necessary to keep pace

with change, and the rapidity of change emphasized the time
spent apart.
As a group most of the men in our sample identified
themselves as victims; victims of their wives' unpredictability
and the' court's unfairness, cut off, isolated, forgotten,
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and powerless to do much about evolving a mutually satisfy
ing relationship with their children..

They expressed 'feel

ings of hopelessness. and anguish.
I wanted to jump out of the car and. grab
them and say let's go, let's run away.
havenlt seen the kids. I couldn't find out
any" information about my daughter. My wife said
it was, "None of my damn business."
I

The impact of the divorce experience seemed to leave
them stuck without much of an identity or

sel~-concept

and

unable to make much progress one way or the other.

..<:"

.or

I just couldn't get going. My motivation was
gone. I was rea"lly p'retty well devastated. " Ilm
still devastated to a certain extent. I just spun
my wheels a lot. I. just couldn I t have fun. There
was always the link back. lid think of the ,time
when "we did it."
The powerlessness led often to feelings of anger and
reseritment.

There was a

l~ck

of self-direction.

There' was the cen'tral feeling of having the
whole world falling apart. I had some thoughts
of killing myself--I'll get you.
Just sharing their life is the most important
thing in the world. You can't replace it, you
can't substitute it, it's just gone. You have
to make up your mind about whether you are going
to die or live without it., And it leaves a black
hole inside. It only left abo~t 10 percent of me.
All the rest was' black hole. It just destroyed
me. You think about murder, you think about sui
cide. You're just thrown into a no right answer
situation, no easy way to go. You've Just got to
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take it. I was just completely burned out for
a year. In that first year, I couldn't,escape
enough. I just went on the bum. I had a'job
for a little while and couldn't hold,it. I blew it.
,

I

Even though the end of the marriage often meant the end
of an unpleasant and unsatisfying relationship, it was still
perceived by many as a personal failure:
It was the end of the fantasy that I would
never be divorced.
This in turn had a, significantly detrimental effect on
these men in the role of father.

Both overt and covert loss

of power was an issue for these fathers.'

Men described a

sense of personal power relative to his child.

For 'many men"

the wife's' control of access to the children gave her the
balance of power in their post-divorce
~

relation~hip~

The

shared interest in the child was all that outwardly remained
of the marriage, 'but many men expressed strong feelings of
pain, anger and resentment, relative to their former spouse.
The unequal distribution of power in relation to the child
seemed an extremely troublesome issue for men,

interrel~ted

with negative feelings about the former wife, the divorce,
dissatisfaction with visitation arrangements or the visita
tion process.
Men reported, in some cases with considerable bitter
ness, the ways in which their former wives sabotaged "rea
sortable visitation,U or the court-ordered schedule and pre
vented their seeing the children.

Men

perc~ived

themselves
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as powerless to

corr~ct

the

s~tuation

It seemed a common assumption that
father's,-visitation
support.

rig~t~,

through legal channels.

th~.

court would nqt support

only his obligation to pay child

Men were angry and

fe~rful

of their visitation privileges"

over the tenuousness

A new stepfather seemed to

be a focus of animosity when problems arose in families where
mother had remarried.

Mother's moving away sometimes created

a considerable barrier to visitation.
In addition to the overt loss, of power with the final
i~ing

of the divorce and control being in the hands of the

custodial parent, father feared a covert loss of power.
Fat~ers

felt that their former wives at times undermined

their status in the eyes of their children.
about

wha~

They worried

wa's being said to the children in the times be

tween visitations.

Were they

b~ng

portrayed to their'

children as irresponsible, uncaring or insignificant?

They

seemed to feel powerless to have much of an impact on their
child's life.

Some fathers had little confidence that their

input was valued or desired.
The divorce experience has a major impact on fathering
in terms of the personal crisis for the man and its effect
on his ability to function as a parent.

The loss of life

style, identity, intimacy and both overt and covert loss of
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power, precipitate major adjustments in the way these fathers
perceive and adapt to their new role as noncustodial parent.

'1

-
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CHAPTER V
VISITATION
Dissolution of the family unit is inevitable
a divorce.

It signifies 'the end of an intact

fol~owing

family unit.

In the American system of' divorce, legal restrictions limit
ingthe fathe,r I s contact with his child following divorce are
a reality upon which he has to build a new relationship.
The divorced father.s in our study centered their rela
tionship around 'visitation, \occasional phone calls, and letterse

.
'""

fic

They explored theit visitation with us and some speci

proble~s

which seemed

complex and difficult.

~o

make the experience ,·~even more

Visitation varied from father ,to

father:
I see them every six months to a
Anytime I want; school. creates a
usually about once a month.

yea~.

problem~

but

Two nights a week and every other weekend.
It varies, one month between visits is the
longest time.
Christmas, birthday, and three weeks in

June~'

Once every four weeks.
We were still having contact 'till the divorce.
It was a strained,artificial situation.
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A number of factors influence the visitation experience.
These include poor communication with ex-wife, distance, new
relationships, age of the

children~

and finances.

Most of the fathers felt that communication with their
former wives was poor in regard to their children.,
the men stated they had no communication.

A few of

Among the fathers

that did have communication with their ex-wives, several felt
that communication was

ge~erally

initiated around a problem

issue, specifically finances or the child's behavior.

Only

three of the men in the sample felt'their communication
adequate.
We communicated poorly. I feared her terribly;
I didn't know what she was going to lay on me.
The only communication we have is when there
problems.

a~e

My wife just tells me to take the children,
there is mostly a c~ncern about visitation.
We only communicate if my wife needs money.
We communicate only if there are problems.
We would communicate if one of the kids got in
trouble.
We don't communicate, letters only.
Good communication.
We communicate by phone and when I take the kids
home.
Visitation was limited for some' fathers by the distance
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they lived from their children.

Both time and expense were

fa.ctors.
They live in Idaho"
However often I can afford to see them will
be the criteria.
It's gotten to the point that the time between
visitation has left very little of t~e'relation
ship left.
(Father moved 150 miles away.)
I have not seen them for seven years.
moved 3,000 miles away.)

.(Father

I can't be involved in my child's sports acti
vities because of the distance problem~ .
Several
ships they

o~

the fathers reported that new relation

establi~hed,

or their former wives established,

affected the relationship with their children.

The men in

our study talked about the presence of another significant
male figure in their children's lives:
I, get called Dave a lot by the little one.
I don't know. whether she does it to bug me or
not. She says he is stronger than I am, and
smarter than I 'a.m.
It's very difficult to replace your real
father with a substitute father. There is
just no substitute for the real McCoy.
He tells me things like, I am lucky to
have two Daddys.
My wife is real close with a guy.
especially feel divided loyalty.

The kids
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I am upset about my wife changing my daugh
ter's last name to her husband's last name.
She had done it illegally.

Men saw their own new relationships having an impact
on the father/child relationship as well.
The new
moving to
this very
together,
contact.

relationship is a mixed bag. I am
Hawaii, but my daughter has accepted
well. We ~ill change the way we live
rather than it be a matter of losing

My child was initially brought into conflict
between my ex-wife and girlfriend. Now, she
makes her own judgment, and is willing to take
part in my new family.
I felt kind of guilty about it (my new. rela- .
. tionship) and didn't know how to handle it. I
knew my first wife would be upset about it; she
did not think it was the proper thing for my
kids to be around another woman.
The fact that I care about someone is not .
something I should hide from my daughter.
There were negative feelings when I dated,
or stayed at someone's house.
I have lived with a woman who has .a child,
this has helped because my children see
stability.
Both my ex-wife and I have a couple of
friends which gives my son some more adults
to realte to. The parenting is spread out.
. My son became very attached to the gal I
was living with •
. Age was also a factor influencing the relationship.
Adolescents tended to be involved in their own activities,
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and younger children wer.e often difficult to care for over
long periods of time. 'For the men in our study, sex of their
children was not an influential factor.
She's very busy with her own activities.
She is, planning on ,getting' married.
My daughter is really too young to be
away from her mother.
H~'s

busy with school and has a part-time job.

All of the men· in the study.were subject to some kind
of restrictions that limited visitation.

Some of the fathers.

did not feel overly confined, but for some the restrictions
were .difficult to accept.
~

Regardless of the flexibility,

all the fathers were required to make adjustments which
seemed to affect the relationship they have with their
children.

CHAPTER VI

\.

THE EXPRESSIVE FATHER
In our search to define the

nonc~stodial

parents' re

lationship with his children, we first looked at how the
father

experiences.~ivorce,

not only in relationship to his

child, but also its overall effect on himr and then at the
specific

cir~~stances

following the break-up of the family

which affected the contact the father made with his
The 'divorce

ex~erience,

child~

as well as circumstances which

confine and inhibit contact, seems to force the father/child
:r

rela~ionship

to take on new dimensions.

The following sec

tion will describe and illustrate the aspects of this new
relationship.
The role of the American father has moved steadily
from the instrumental orientation of earlier generations to
a more expressive orientation as the family as an institu
tion has lost many of ' its' functions.

For the purpose of

discussion, we will define instrumental functions as parent
ing activities whid& aid the child's physical and social
development, other than the expressive functions which repre
sent emotional involvement as an end in itself.
We found the divorced father left with few of his in
strumental functions as a parent.

Consequently, father

placed increased emphasis. on his expressive functions within
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the father role.

He is preoccupieq with questions such as,

how does my cbild feel about me?
child?

How do I feel about my

What is' the mother saying about' me to the child?

Am I of significance to my child?
functio~s,

Without his instrumental

the divorced father is a less powerful figure

in the life of 'the child.
Fathers expressed concerns about the child being able
to manipulate him, fears of rejection by the, child, and a
continual need to please the child.

~he

child remains the

only tie the father has to the familiar life that he had as
a married person.

As father$ described their emerging ex

pressive role, certain themes reoccurred.
cluded: fathers' idealization of their

These' themes in

child~

the father

as eptertainer; the child as emotional support for the fath
er; and an emphasis on enhancing communication and close
ness.
In order
to illustrate
the movement from an instrumen
""
.
"

tal orientation to a more expressive orientation, we con
trast the information the fathers provided about their in
volvement and interaction with their child to divorce, and
their description following

divorce~

Prior to divorce, we were interested in how these
fathers conformed to the traditional father role, and how
~hey

perceived their relationship.
Foremost in the role of the traditional father is' the

function of provider.

(

Our fathers describe this function as
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basic to fatherhood.
I would work late, I pad a part-time job.
The demands of teaching, left little energy
left.
Of course, I was 'the breadwinner and that
automatically'sets the pattern.
I was the meal ticket and the hatchet man;
I spent little time with the children.
was working and going ~o school.

I

Mainly I worked.
I

was working all the time.

The fathers in this study described ,themselves as ,the
primary disciplinarian in the family, conforming, to the role
of tr?:\ditional father'.

'Eight fathers described themselves

as primary disciplinarians.; ,four stated they. 'shared the
discipline with thei+ wives, .and three saw their wives as
the primary disciplinarian.
I was the primary disciplinarian':
traditional upbringing.

I

had a

She was a yeller and I was an authority figure.
I was the primary disciplinarian, the wife
saved up discipline problems.
My wife had no
the belt.·

powe~

We shared equally.

and no control, I used
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My wife was

mo~tly

the disciplinarian.

Four men stated they did not have anything to do with
the'physicai care, citing work or outside -activities as con
flicting with physically caring for the children.
Most of the fathers in the study had daily contact
with their children, and describe their weekend activity as
being directed toward family activities.

Activities in

cluded recreation, home maintenance, T.V. and reading time
together.
In conclusion, our sample was fairly consistent since
all the

m~n

providers.

were working and were the major family
They also described the task of 'disciplinarian

as usually falling to them as fathers.

Most of the men felt

they shared the physical care, and that their free time was
\

usually centered around family activities •
. In talking with fathers about some of the dimensions
of

th~ir

new relationship, they seemed to share a tendency

to idealize both their child and the relationship between
father and child

prio~

to divorce.

Fathers tended to de

scribe their children as exceptional in'terms of adjustment,
behavior and personal attributes.

Fathers saw their parent

ing role before divorce as problem-free and their cnildren
as very easy to manage.
There was never a problem. They were good kids,
they were exceedingly good kids. Parenting has
always been a dream for 'us. It was an absolute
Camelot and we.played on it.
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I have never spanked her.
what I tell her.

She does exactly

She is extremely bright, perceptive and
intelligent.
'
I can't think ,of anything I would want to
change. She was, such a well~adju~ted child.
There was nothing I wanted to change.
can't think of anything
differently.
I

I

would want

The relationship was great, it was great!
I don't know what else you could say. It
was just wonderful.
My kids are brighter than me.
more sensitive than me.

My kids are

She was the k~nd of child you would want
'to take anywhere. (age. I)
Although there were exceptions, the overall pattern was
one of idealization of the child and his behavior prior to
divorce .•
Both the literature reviewed and the fathers in our
,

?

study reported that' entertaining the child was a major com
ponent of their role after divorce.

As father's instrumental

functions are eliminated, he seemed to' need to find other
forms of involvement with his child.

Father is now seeing

his child in an entirely different context and situation and
perceives a need to provide activities to structure the time.
Lack of ongoing contact contributes to the problem of knowing what
to do with the child.

He seems to have a need to assure that
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the child will find the visit

pleasur~ble

and does so by con

centrating on having fun together.
The following were responses to, "What was your last
contact with your child?"
We had a pizza party.
We played chess and ping pong.
The last contact was

Thanksgiv~ng.

They stayed al~ night, we ~ent out and ate,
and then to visit my mother.
'
We ate pizza.
We watched T.V., went to a movie, played chess
and darts.
We went camping.
We went to church and played baseball.
We went on
We had

~

dinn~r

ferryboat ride across Puget Sound.
and went to stores.

We spent Christmas together.
We went shopping and checked out book stores.
Some of the fathers described their dilemma in arrang
ing the time spent with their children when visiting.
It is difficult, the only one I see now is
the older one. It is a problem to know how to
entertain him. It is difficult to have a boy
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for two or three hours and know what to do. He
looks to me·as having ~n endless supply of money.
It is more like a'vacation, recreational. We
talk about the other things going on, but· it is
tt\ore vicarious.
There is a tendency to go out for entertain
ment type things rather than stay a~ound the
house.
The relationship with ,the children is different
because 'Mommy is never aroun~. It is tough to
find activities.
I wish there ,were things that we could do
that were relaxing, that would mean more.
We travel more and go more places with other
people. There is more planned activities.
Many of the fathers in our study saw that the relation
ship they had with their children was unique from the stand
point that their children acted as resources, providing emo
tional support and friendship in the relationship.
men saw that

th~s

These

aspect was present not only following di

vorce, but also previous to and during the divorce period.
Fathers placed great signifiqance on the role the child play
ed in relationship to him, describing their children as best
friends, buddies and counselors.
The following statements illustrate how several fathers
described the element of friendship when discussing their
relationship with their child.
Your kids become buddies of yours.
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My best friend is my number one son.
That little
friends. She
~orld.
And I
world. There
friends.

girl and I, well, we became best
was my'best friend in the whole
was her best friend in the whole
is no doubt that we were best

I used to spend all my free time at -home .wi th
my daughter.

We just did everything we could together. I
mean, I couldn't even go to the store without
them. We were really close.
My kids were my favorite

peopl~~

Some fathers felt that their children literally car
ried them through the divorce process, providing companion
ship and emotional support.

Fathers saw the relationship with

their children as central in their lives, and described great
attachments.

The following statements illustrate this aspect

-of the relationship.
I just lived for my daughter.
I went recluse. I hid and never dated.
just hid behind the kids.

I

The kids went out with me to find my apart
ment. I picked the one of their choice. They
helped me move.
My kids kept me clean, they treated me normal,
otherwise I might have ODled.
My kids saved my ass.
My kids carried me through my divorce.
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Children are the only immortality.
Nothing ever affects my relationship with my
daughter. One thing women anderstand right from
the beginning is tha~ my daughter is the most
important thing in my life. If it came right
down to another person 'and my daughter, my
daughter would win hands down.
My daughter is my entire life, she is every
thing. She always has me no matter how often
my wife remarries.
Just sharing their life is the most important
thing in the wqrld.
Those kids are the, most important thing in
the world.
.
In'timacy as a component of the father-child relation
ship was given a great deal of emphasis by most 9f the diJ

vorced fathers.

The men identified intimacy, particularly

communication, closeness, sharing physical affection and
verbal,exchanges of

affect~on

. involvement with their child.

as important parts' of their
Some men reported being very

satisfied with the level of intimacy between themselves and
their child.

Other men expressed a desire to strengthen

those aspects of the father-child relationship.

Fathers

felt they should provide their child with understanding,
accept~nce

and unconditional love.

Men noted that the re

lationship had become more intense due to focusing on the
child during the limited amount of time they had together.
The relationship is much more personal. The
relationship with my daughter has become more
involved. We have quality time together.
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There is a certain part of the week when I
can really tune into him.
I am more sensitive, the'day-to-day concerns
are,gone, I am sensitive to proximit~es.

I like 'the flow between us, the person-to
person relatioriship. Her willingness to share
her openness and acceptance of ~e.
I like seeing her, it is the warmth and love
between father and daughter.
I wish I had maintained contact 'with the kids.
It's been so long r I don "t know how I feel about
them. t don't even know if I would like them.
Maybe I am afraid to see them. Maybe they
would not like me, or I ,would not like them.
We have barriers -to close. I wish she were
here more., it would change the problems about us.
:;

I can communicate and talk with them.
I wish it were easier to communicate.
it were easier to talk.

I wish
'

We asked men to describe how they communicated their
feelings about their children to their
fathers cited expressive behavior as

~hild~en.

sho~ing

their children

that they cared.
I communicate it through physical touching
and accessibility, and interest, unconditional
acceptance.
I communicate it through body language,
kissing and hugging.
I tell her I love her.

Most of the
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They know how
we hug.

I

feel .about them.

I say I love you.

We touch,

She holds me a,lot •••

I s~ow them through touching, smiles,
tickling.
'
We kiss and hug.
I show them affection.
Expressive orientation was also clear when fathers
compared their own parenting to that of their fathers.
11m more like my mother in terms of affection.
I am less rigid than my own father.
I show my child much more love and affecttpn
than my own Dad did.
,:
I am more· a communicator than my ,step-father.
I would do more things with my daughter; 11m
more accessible to the children.
I wasn!t as critical~ I tend to be very posi
tive about practically everything my child does.
I donlt take my values and say this is_ what you
~ave to do.
I~ anything, I would accept some
th~ng from my child, if I thought it was less
than she could do.
I am more affectionate.
I am a lot warmer, and I show emotions.
provide validation.

I

Fathers also shared with us their image of a perfect
father. Their staterrents included the importance of expressive
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components in the relationship.
A perfect father gives you free choice and
does not try and ,brainwash you into their
value system.
You let your own child be free enough to
have his own personality and develop it within
certain guide~ines.
Characteristics of being very unconditionally
,caring. Being available, not preoccupied.
Being unconditional and accessible are the two
most important things.
Intimacy is an important aspect of fathering.
The key element is being willing to accept
what is happening, not try to mold the child,
being supportive.
Dependable, empathetic and communicative
are the'most important things.
Having a commitment to the kid. The ideal
father is self-accepting, growing, in touch,'
with his own feelings, sensitive to the child,
is supportive and able to get into-the child~
He needs to be accepting 'and to share.
He is consistent, loving, listens, is self
aware, and gives unconditional love.
Part of being a father period is paying at
tention to your kids. I spend a lot of time
listening to my daughter, that is the majority
of it right there. Paying attention to them.
An ideal father is gentle, kind, gives hugs,
prayers, is loving and wise.
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He spends time, is a friend, gives incentive,
someone to look up to and be proud of.
He understands, trusts, and communicates.
In a final attempt to discover the father's perception
of his significance to his ch{ld, we asked each of the fathers
in our study to tel"l us, "How important do you think you are
to your child now?"

It seems

0

f interest to add at this point

that the authors noted when listening to the tapes, that all
of the fathers had difficulty in responding to the question.
Part of me says that I am the most important
person, but I don't really know.
I guess every
parent wonders. I am idealized by distance. He
does not need a father 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week anymore than he needs a mother.

:.

, I don't think I am as important, because he is
in "a family situation. He will always know:,who I
am. I feel important, but if I wasn't here:it
would not be very difficult for him.
'

Not as important an influence as if, I was :liv
ing with her, but I am important in the idea of
having a father. At least there is a male image.
Probably no import"ance."
probably 0, maybe 1.

On a scale of 0 to 10,

There is lots of negative feelings.
ant, but I mistreated her.

I

am import

It is a good question, I don't know, I don't
worry about it though.
I know the time will
come when I will be very important. ,I try not
to force myself on them.
It would be disas
trous if I did.
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I am worried about that.
S.he is all, I've got.
I used to think that if I really was not that im
portant, ,it would be better to have her b~ adopted
because, it would be cheaper for me in' the long run.
But you just don't sell your kid.

I can't answer that. My im~ge is important,
I am sure. I am important, but ,I don't know how.
The love ,me, but as far as the day-to-day kinds
of things 'are concerned, 'I am not that important.
I don't know. I think under all the'layers of
frustration and confusion and pain, underneath •••
I am important.
Probably with my ~on somewhat. But with the
other two, on~y if they needed something.
I don't know. The kids have been drilled:
with bad things about me.
Within these fathers' statements we found ',confusion
and contradiction.

There seemed to be a lack

o~

clarify as

to whether their importance to their child was real or how
they wished reality to be. .

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
The divorce experience, as perceived by the
our study had a major impact on
impa~t

fa~hering.

in

~athers

The emotional

and social consequences of divorce have left many men
The shift

confused and frustrated in their role as father.

in power from father to his former wife and the child seemed
to leave father feeling angry and impotent.
An initial effect of divorce, as reported by most men
in our 'sample, was an overwhelming experience of loss.
seemed to effect the man's .sense of identity
Many felt

lo~ely

and alienated.

were common emotional responses.
peri~nced

style.

an~

Resentment and

This

purpose.

~frustration

.The men in our. study ex

difficulty moving from a married to a

·.~ingle

life

The multitude of changes involved in this ,move culmi

nated in a new relationship with their child.
Fathers discussed visitation and. its impact on their
interaction with the child.

They described the difficulties

of establishing a new relationship with the child within the
framework of prescribed visitation arrangements, the diffi
culties of communicating with the former wife and maintaining
a sense of continuity in the relationship with the child.
Throughout the discussion, the theme of desire for intimacy
and an emotionally supportive relationship with the child
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was very much in evidence.
For the fathers interviewed, one of the outcomes seemed
to be a movement toward a more expressive role, expanding the
father-child relationship into a new dimension.

The quality

of the relationship, and how the father and child related,
was emphasized

~ather

than the more traditional instrumental

activities of provider, disciplinarian, and teacher.
The lack of social sanction and support for the role of
divorced father appeared to add to the confusion and frustra
of the men interviewed.

Their struggle to define their role

and relationship with their child seemed to be, given little
recognition by the community.

Although there is some evi

dence of increased interest in the role of divorced father in
news~apers

and magazine articles, he is still se~n as a very
1

peripheral figure by child welfare or mental healt~ agencies,
schools and other agencies concerned with families.
I.

IMPRESSIONS

'The researchers formed a number of general impressions
about the behavior of the fathers interviewed.

These men

were often preoccup,ied, even' after aonsiderable time, with
their former wives and the angry feelings which they evoked.
At times intense anger was directed at the legal system, the
wife's new spouse, or former in-laws.

Some men reported in

cidents of violent behavior, which they saw,as being preci
pitated by the divorce experience.

Thoughts of suicide and

evidence of severe depression were also reported by several
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men,

~nterviewed.

Regressive behavior, such as increased con

tact with parents, hasty attachments, and excessive sleeping
were reported by men in the period after divorce.

It took

some men over two years to regain a sense of equilibrium.,
The researchers perceived a sense of emo,tional depri
vation in some newly divorced men, which may be causally re-'
lated to their desire for 'intense, intimate relationships
with their child.

~erhaps

father's desire to provide uncon

ditional love reflected his own need for gratification from
the child.

Physical affection seemed a very important issue

to these men.
When looking' back at the

re~ationship

these fathers

had had with their children prior to divorce, there was a
tendency to exaggerate all the positive aspects 9f the child
and deemphasize the negative.

As a whole, they seemed
to
r

feel they had been a "goOQ" 'father, better than :their' fathers
had been, and most regrets seemed to center

arou~d

the con

flict between husband and wife, and it's negative impact on
the child.

These fathers appeared

fearf~l

of rejection by

their children and felt they could be easily exploited by
them.
The experience' of divorce tended to leave many of the
fathers bewildered and unaware of some options or alterna
tives which, if implemented, may have sustained a more inti
mate and constructive relationship.
We sensed an "unwritten" choice for the men that af
fected the role of the noncustodial father:

...

If you can't
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take being less important, detach completely.

Although many

described their children as the most important thing in
their lives, several had chosen to move a great distance away.
New marital relationships seemed to playa role in detachment
for some.

One could speculate that as the father's emotion

al needs were met in other ways, he was better able to cope
with the loss of his child.
The authors were

impr~ssed

by the overall furor direct

ed toward the legal system by the fathers in the sample.
This incl~ded the attorney, the court system, and the law
pertaining to child custody (including how they were admin
istered) .
Although our interview schedule was not directed at the
role of the attorneYi or inequities in the legal,'system, the
men in our sample seemed to feel that they played a major'
role in his

~ilemma

relat~onship,

-- deterioration of the

fath~r-child

frustration, and powerlessness.

MQst of the

fathers described their lawyers as having discouraged them
from even attempting to gain custody of their children, and
that 'they did not receive adequate information from their
attorneys, describing alternative custody situations, or the
problems or pitfalls of the "reasonable visitation" clause in
the divorce decree.

One man described his attorney as "God,"

in that he made all the decisions'regarding the divorce and
just told me "custody is not an option."

Many of the fathers

wished they had ~ought harder to get an equitable agreement
at the time of the divorce, but felt that they were just too
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upset and lacked the knowledge as to how to go about it.
They saw divorced men in general as being at'the mercy of
the attorney's particular whims.
Most of the fathers saw the inequity happening after
divorce was finalized.

If the 'wife did not live up to her

part of the arrangement, the husband would have to hire an
attorney to fight her possibly at 'considerable cost.

How

ever, the wife could simply call the police if the support
payments were not made on time.

They could also have no in

fluence as to how the money was to be used.

Most of the men

felt that the system, when children are involved, ,favored
the woman so much that inf,ormation which she gave the court
was taken at face value and difficult to disprove.
II.

CRITIQUE OF STUDY

At this point, the researchers will attempt to give a
critical examination ?f the preceding study.

As~

our study

developed, we became aware of some of the major changes which
would have added to our efficiency, increased the information
gathering potential, and reduced the biases.
Our sample cannot be considered in any way to be repre
sentative of the noncustodial father in this country.

It was

biased heavily in the direction of the highly educated
white-collar, Caucasian sector of our society.

The authors

in no way support the premise that the information received
in our study would follow through other categorical breakdowns
within the overall population.

I

Due to the bias in our sample,
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most of the men were highly' skilled verbally and had little
difficulty in describing their personal experiences.
many of the men in our

sampl~

Also,

were involved in self-help pro

gr?ms and were eager to be involved in the study, since they
felt that there was a need for research in this area.
The researchers feel that the use of three women to do
the interviewing could have biased the responses given by the
men and limited the amount of information given.

There was

also a lack of consistency in the location :in which the in
terviews took place.

The location had to be varied for the

convenienee of those interviewed.
We ,found the questions asked often too broad in scope;
which while allowing for flexibility and encouraging new
material, made it difficult for the interviewers: to keep the
interview focused.

Fewer openended questions' with a more

limited scope would have been more effective in

~eveloping

information in specific areas of interest.
I

Our question as to, liThe child receiving the father's
values," could have been eliminated.

It did not yield infor

mation, because it seemed to confuse most of the interviewees
and many felt that even a father living with his children
could not possibly answer that question.
The question in section two as to, "The major concern
of the fathers at the time of divorce," was· not clear to
mpst of the fathers, and required considerable explanation
I'
I

by the interviewers.
The researchers found that using taped interviews was
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extremely valuable as a method of obtaining data.

However,

it tended to make for a lengthy and tedious analysis.

III.' SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Part of the intent of the researchers in attempting to
·get an overall look at the impact of divorce on fathering in
an exploratory survey was to delineate areas for further
and more focused research.

The following are suggestions

'which the researchers have identified as areas in which a
more specific and in-depth study could be made:
- The role of the attorney in the divorce experience.
- The length of time divorced fathers take for
recovery after the divorce.
- The fathering role in contemporary America, with
emphasis on tracing the fathering behaviors from
the previous generation.
5
- Influence of mother in the relationship of the
divorced father and his child.
- Changes in relationship of divorced fathe; and
child over time.
- Nature of relationship between divorced father and
adolescent child.
Effect of remarriage of either party in the rela
tionship between divorced. father and child.
- Sources of support for divorced fathers: PWP, Solo
Center, etc.
- The communication process related to the child be
tween the noncustodial father and former spouse.
- Evaluation of joint custody's effect on children.
- Psychological implications for the relationship of
the power shift between father and child.
- Age of child as a factor in post-divorce relationship.
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- Significance of child in life of divorced 'males.
IV.

IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL WORK

The social work pr9fession is consistently concerned
with the function of the family in contemporary America.

The

ramifications of the dissolution of that unit, specifically,
impact of the divorce experience on fathering, hold consider
able significance for the profession.
two-fold:

This significance is

It affects the relationsh,ip between father and

child" and it impacts on the role the father has as an adapt
ive and stabilizing influence. in the life of the child in
meeting his needs for individual growth and socialization.
We need to be more aware of the divorced father's actual
and perceived stumbling blocks to developing a consistent and
meaningful relationship with the child.

Support systems for

the divorced father need to be more visible and accessible
'in an attempt to maintain the quality of the father's lif,e
and that of his child.
The' view that one of the other party in a divorce must
be "wrong" and the stereotype of the "swinging bachelor" are
very common misconceptions, which tend to draw support away
from father.

Given the contribution of fathering to the

growth and development of the child and the prevalance of
divorce in our culture, it would seem imperative that the

I
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father-child relationship be encouraged and that the role
of the divorced father be given support and recognition by

tne community.
We need asa professional group to take a stance as to
the significance of the role of father in the development
of the

child~

and support legislation which would promote it.

iv
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APPENDIX
I.

DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

1.

What is. your age?

2.

What is your occupation?

3.

What is the last year of school you have completed?

4.

How long were you married?

5.

When were you divorced?

6.

Have you remarried?

7.

How many children do you have?

8.

What is the sex of your children?

9.

What is the age of your children?

10.

Do you contribute financially to their care?

11.

Has your former wife remarried?

12.

Where do she and the children live?

13.

Did you ever consider seeking custody of your children?

II.

14.

RELATIONSHIP AND ROLE PRIOR TO DIVORCE

We are now going to ask you some questions about your
daily life with your children:
a.

How did you and your former wife share the physical
care of your child?

b.

How much free time did you find you were able to
spend with your child?
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15.

c.

What did you do during that time?

d.

Who was the primary disciplinarian in your- family?

e.

What do you miss the most?

f.

Can you tell us anything else about the daily rou
tine with your child?

We are interested in knowing how your life has changed
since your separation. Can you comment on this?
a.' Have you maintained_ many of your mutual friendships?

16.

b.

What has changed in your living situation?

c.

Are you spending your free time differently?

d.

Is the time spent with your child spent differently?

e.

Is there one major issue that stands out at the time
of your separation?

a,:ave you found your own family to be a resoqrce for you
and your children?
:~

17 •. Who told your children of the divorce/separation?
18.

What did you tell your children?

19.

Have you talked with them since then about the divorce?

20.

Have you sought professional help regarding concerns
about your-children? If so, what were the major concerns?

21.

What did you like and what did you wish were different
while living with your children?

22.

What was your own father like?

23.

Do you see any similarities or dissimilarities between
yourself and your own father?

24.

Could you describe your ideal of

~

perfect father?

x

III.

25.

PRESENT

We would now like some information about what is happen
ing with you and your child:
a.

How often do you see them?

b.

How is visitation arranged?

c.

How do you decide what you are going to do when
you are with your child?

d.

Describe your last contact with your child?

e.

Occasionally, divorced fathers participate in school
conferences, sports "events, extracurricular activi
ties, do you find opportunity to do these things?

f.

Are the children more difficult for you to manage
since the divorce?

g.

Do you feel differently about disciplining the
children now?

26.

Can you tell us a little about how you and your former
wife communicate about the children?

27.

How has your new relationship/remarriage or your wife's
new relationship/remarriage affected your children?

28.

How important do you think you are now to your children?

29.

Does your child know how you feel about him?

30

How do you communicate how you feel about him

to

him?

